Arts Creativity Training

Inspiration Is Key
Express! builds creativity by developing expressive
foundations in students’ lives.
Students’ natural curiosity is engaged through the
presentation of foundational elements necessary to
build creativity.
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Program

Grades

Audience

1

Improvise!

K-12

String

6-12

String

2

Fun, Fiddlin’ & Improv
K-5

General

4-12

String

K-12

General

3

4

Students’ courage is developed through opportunities to express themselves and try new things.
Students’ creativity is inspired and emerges ready to
be shared and impact lives.

5

4-9

String

K-6

General

4-9

String

Oddly Groovin’
Write Your Own Music

6

Melodious Composition

6-12

Musicians

7

Musical Teamwork

K-5

General

8

Moody Music

K- 6

General

9

Creative Elements

Loopy Improv

Words & Music

4-9

Musicians

10

Art & Music

4-9

Musicians

11

Compose & Publish

9-12

Musicians

12

Musical Careers

9-12

Musicians

Improvisation
Improvisation is an opportunity to develop a
unique, personal expression through music. Just
as each of us learns to express our thoughts and
feelings with words, anyone with a few musical tools
“in the bag” can learn to improvise. This self-expression
opens the door to a myriad of future creative possibilities.

Composition
Just as students learn to write an essay or a
speech, they can learn to write music. Like letters
becoming words and sentences, notes and rhythms
become motives and melodies. Composition takes the
creative, adventurous, “off the cuff ” nature of improvisation,
and forms a memorable, cohesive whole. Composition is a
unique self-expression: prepared, planned, and enacted.

Technology
Technology is a tool for creativity. It can aid in
the process of improvisation and composition,
and make possible a new level of ability and efficiency. Technology also serves as a method of communication, both for artistic collaborations, and to facilitate
the sharing of creativity.

Who We Are
Express! is dedicated to arts creativity training
through a variety of programs, workshops, and camps.
Express! comes to your area through a unique mobile
model. Instructors travel in a fully-equipped mobile
office and home, eliminating hotel and airline expenses.
Cofounders Kyle and Beth Bultman have brought educational programs to thousands of students through
an extensive residency in Kentucky, grant projects in
Rochester NY, and with Young Audiences. Also cofounders of SCOR! and Synkros, Kyle and Beth serve in artistic,
educational, administrative, and publishing capacities.
Both Kyle and Beth hold bachelor and master of music
degrees from the Eastman School of Music.

Beth Bultman, Program Coordinator and Artist, has
extensive composition and teaching experience, working
with students of all ages, and has performed in many contexts from concertmaster and soloist to gigster and fiddler.

Kyle Bultman, Operations Manager and Artist,
Look for these icons on the program pages, indicating
which elements are incorporated in a program.

has directed the collegiate string program, Chamber
Orchestra, and Community Music School at Roberts
Wesleyan College.
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Improvise!

Fun, Fiddlin’, & Improv

Students will improvise on their instruments.

Option 1

Audience: Grades K-12, string players
Format: Smaller groups of students (10-20) preferable,
but possible with larger groups
Topics: Improvisation

Option 1

2

Students will learn stylistic nuances of fiddle playing
and improvise original tunes.
Audience: Grades 6-12, string players
Format: Classroom size group or a little bigger
Length: 1-3 sessions, 40-50 minutes each
Topics: Alternative styles, improvisation

Length: 1 session, 40-60 minutes
Program description: Students will learn to improvise
by first playing echoes of the presenter, then answering the presenter’s musical question with their own
musical answer. Students will construct patterns over
which to improvise, first improvising as a large group,
then as individuals in a successive string as to create a
unique piece of music. Students will walk away knowing they can improvise and gaining confidence in their
musicianship.

Program description: Students begin with a prepared
fiddle tune, and are taught to add ornaments and
stylistic flair. Students then learn a second tune by ear,
“fiddle-izing” it like the first tune. Finally, students improvise their own fiddle tune using the stylistic parameters
presented earlier.
Related programs: Fun, Fiddlin’, & Improv is also offered
as a 5 session series in which the students finish composing a fiddle tune and prepare for a school assembly
or concert. (Great for recruiting!)

Option 2
Length: 3 session series, 40-50 minutes each
Program description: Students will become more
adept at improvising as they are given several opportunities to contribute to a class improvisation. They will
learn to play the answer to a question, end an original
phrase, and comfortably improvise over a repeated pattern. Students will walk away knowing they can improvise and gaining confidence in their musicianship.

Related programs: Loopy Improv; Fun, Fiddlin’, &
Improv

Option 2
Students will be introduced to fiddle styles, tune
structure, and musical roles in fiddling.
Audience: Grades K-5, general audience
Format: any size group (classroom size – assembly)
Length: 1 session, 40-50 minutes
Topics: Cultural communication through fiddle styles,
improvisation/ornamentation, and composition
Program description: Students will observe examples
of American and Celtic fiddle playing. They will discover
the fiddle’s style and expression, learn how a tune is
constructed, hear examples of ornamentation and
improvisation, and observe each fiddler’s role.
Related programs: Improvise!; Write Your Own Music!;
Fun, Fiddlin’, & Improv
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Loopy Improv

Oddly Groovin’

Option 1

Students will learn to feel and play in odd meters
such as 58 and 78 .

Students will learn to use a looping machine as a
tool for improvisation.
Audience: Grades 4-12, string players
Format: Classroom size group preferable, but larger
group possible
Length: 2 sessions, 40-50 minutes each
Topics: Improvisation, technology
Program description: Students will learn to integrate
technology with improvisation by learning how to use
a looping machine as a tool of improvisation. The class
will create its own loop (ostinato) and program it into
the machine. Since numerous layers can be created,
many individual students can enter their own unique
voice into the mix. Students will then have the opportunity to improvise on top of the loop. No previous experience with improvisation is necessary.

Length: 1 session, 40-50 minutes
Topics: Contemporary groove-based alternative styles,
improvisation

Option 1
Audience: Grades 4-9, string players
Format: Any size group
Program description: Through various games and
exercises, students will learn to feel and move to “odd
grooves” such as 58 and 78 . Students will also learn a
short tune in 78 . Ostinatos in these meters will be created and performed, and students will improvise over
this accompaniment.

Option 2
Related programs: A recording of the students’ original
loop can be made upon request for later rehearsals and
concerts.

Option 2
Musical structure will be revealed through
technology and string instruments.
Audience: Grades K-12, general audience
Format: Any size group (can be formatted for general
music classes or for larger assembly)
Length: 1 session, 40-50 minutes
Topics: Improvisation, composition, technology

Audience: Grades K-6, general audience
Format: Any size group (classroom or assembly
presentation)
Program description: Through various games and
exercises, students will learn to distinguish odd musical meters from more common time signatures. They
will speak and clap in these contemporary rhythms and
gain an understanding of how odd meters can form a
groove.

Related program: Improvise!
Program description: Students will discover the
varied uses of repeated patterns in music. Students
will observe how a looping machine integrates with
improvisation and composition, and how technology is
a powerful aid in musical creativity.
Related programs: Improvise!; Fun, Fiddlin’, & Improv
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5

Write Your Own Music!

Melodious Composition

Students will compose a piece of music.

Students will compose original melodies.

Audience: Grades 4-9, string players
Format: Classroom sized group only
Topics: Improvisation, composition

Audience: Grades 6-12, musicians (musical ensemble,
music theory class, etc.)
Format: Classroom sized group only
Topics: Composition, musical teamwork

6

Option 1
Length: 2-3 sessions, 40 minutes each

Option 1
Length: 3 sessions, 40-50 minutes each

Program description: Students will be prompted for
their own ideas and musical examples in order to assist
them in composing a piece of music. Students will make
rhythmic, notational, and harmonic decisions that result
in a group-written tune unique to your school.

Option 2
Length: 1-2 week residency
Program description: Students will write a collection
of tunes. A CD and/or book of these tunes would then
be created and published for the students. This unique
collection of tunes can be shared with parents, teachers,
friends, and community members.

Program description: Students will learn what constitutes a good melody and how to construct one. Examples of time-tested melodies will be used in addition to
new melodies. Students will be asked to write their own
melodies and demonstrate them in the next class. The
students will then be mentored to improve their melodies, and given guidance in harmonizing them.

Option 2
Length: 1 week residency (5 sessions, 40-50 minutes each)
Program description: Students will create original
melodies, perform them, and publish the collection of
melodies as a class project.

Related programs: Musical Teamwork
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Musical Teamwork

Moody Music

Students will observe musical teamwork between
melody and harmony.

Students will explore emotions expressed through
music, poetry, and art.

Audience: Grades K-5, general audience
Format: Any size group (classroom – large assembly)
Length: 1 session, 40-50 minutes
Topics: Composition, teamwork

Audience: Grades K-6, general audience
Format: Classroom setting preferable, but possible for
any size group including large assembly
Length: 1 session, 40-50 minutes
Topics: Expression through music, interdisciplinary
aspects of the arts

Program description: The concepts and functions of
melody and harmony will be explained and demonstrated. Students will observe how two different musical
roles unite and produce beautiful results.
Related programs: Melodious Composition

Program description: Students will experience music
expressing different emotions, and be asked to identify
the feelings they perceive. Music as an expressive tool
will be emphasized. Also, students will relate poetry
and visual art to the music they are hearing. They will
discover connections between the arts, and how one
influences another.
Related programs: Words & Music; Art & Music
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9

10

Words & Music

Art & Music

Students will create a song with original lyrics and
music.

Students will create related original art and music.

Audience: Grades 4-9, musicians (band/orchestra/chorus)
Format: Classroom-sized group only
Length: 5 sessions, 40-50 minutes each
Topics: Interdisciplinary arts study, composition,
improvisation, teamwork
Program description: Students will choose an idea
they wish to express, and be instructed and guided
as they create their own song lyrics. The lyrics will be
set to original music composed by the students, with
instructional supervision. Groups of students will work
together as they create group projects to be shared with
the rest of the class. Each student will have a part to play
in the finished projects.

Audience: Grades 4-9, musicians (band/orchestra/chorus)
Format: Classroom-sized groups only
Length: 5 sessions, 40-50 minutes each
Topics: Interdisciplinary arts study, composition,
improvisation, teamwork
Program description: Students will choose an idea
they wish to express, and will create their own drawing
or painting. After exchanging drawings, students will
compose original music informed by the drawings of
their classmates. Groups of students will work together
as they create collaborative projects to be shared with
the rest of the class. Each student will have a part to play
in the finished projects.
Related programs: Words & Music; Moody Music

Related programs: Art & Music; Moody Music

11

12

Compose & Publish

Musical Careers

Students will write original music and publish it
through the use of technology.

Students will explore exciting new career
opportunities in music.

Audience: Grades 9-12, musicians (musical ensemble,
music theory class, etc.)
Format: Classroom-sized groups only
Length: 10 sessions, 40-50 minutes each (2 week
residency)
Topics: Composition, technology

Audience: Grades 9-12, string players and/or other
musicians (band, chorus, musical class)
Format: Any size group
Length: 1 session, 40-60 minutes
Topics: Career options including the elements of
improvisation, composition, technology

Program description: Students become involved in not
only composing their own pieces, but actually notating
them on music notation software. Presenters will work
with the class on musical dictation and principles of
composition, and will help the class write and perform
their own music. Students will notate pieces using the
software and publish their tune collection.

Program description: Students will explore and discuss
the many different career options awaiting musicians
today. Many of these relate to business, such as publishing, printing, recording, management, and entrepreneurship. Other capacities might include working for or
starting a non-profit, such as an arts organization, and
integrating many artistic disciplines, such as in film or
theater. There are many options awaiting today’s young
people!

Related programs: Write Your Own Music!

info@ExpressArts.org
www.ExpressArts.org
(585) 259-4962
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